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Addendum 1 

 

The following items have changed: 

1. Page 3, Materials: 
a. FROM: 1348 fixed-knot, titegrip 12.5 gauge bezinal coated, high tensile wire.  
b. TO: 939-6-12.5 : 330-ft roll x 39” high tensile steel woven Bezinal or Galfan 

coated Hinge joint hog wire. 
2. Page 10, T Posts:  

a. FROM: Deer mesh will be attached with fence clips to each post at the top 
and bottom strand. Deer mesh will be attached to the tensioned wire at the top 
of each 10’ T post with Hog rings. The overlap of the deer mesh on the panel 
is to be secured with hog rings. The deer mesh at the top and at the bottom 
should be stretched so as to leave no slack.  

b. TO: Single strand wire will be attached with fence clips to each post at the top 
and bottom strand. Single strand high tensioned wire will attach to the tops of 
each 10’ T post with one fence clip, for all sections that require deer mesh. 

3. The following specification has been added: 
a. For Pig proof fence sections - no single strand tensioned wire will be required 

on the sections that there is no deer mesh. These sections will use  6’ T Posts 
and the contractor would be expected to adjust the fence type for those pig-
proof sections. 

4. Offer form has added item 5: Stream Crossings. Please use new offer form below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Item No.  Unit 
Price 

Multiplied 
by 
estimated 
quantity 

Cost 

1. Clearing and 
Pig Proof Fence 
Installation 

      5,780 LF   

2. Clearing and 
Deer Proof Fence 
Installation 

 8,772 LF   

3. Step through 
Gate  

 8 gates  

4. Mobilization 
Fee* 

 1 Move  

5. Stream 
Crossings 

 2  

TOTAL COST    

*”Mobilization fee” will be procured if needed only in the case of unforeseen 
circumstances arising due to the State changing the scope of the project. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


